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Abstract: A phonemic orthography poses serious problems for students from oral cultures, in part due to the very structure of such orthographies and in part due to negative transference from English spelling habits. A syllabic orthography minimizes the structural problems at the level of decoding, but is an obstacle to morpheme recognition and hence grammatical analysis. Early exposure to syllabics, followed by a gradual shift to a phonemic Roman alphabet, may be the most advantageous approach to Native literacy where grammatical analysis is one of its aims.

The central role of a language in defining and expressing social identity makes it the keystone of any programme of cultural preservation, and a prime tool of cultural understanding. It contains information related to a people's prehistory, social organization, art, psychology, and ecological awareness. In addition, it is itself in its structure an expression of a unique manner of organizing sensory data, and thus linking the individual to external reality. In short, it contains within itself nearly all that makes the people who speak it distinct from those of other societies. But while it is the main expression of cultural - and indeed subcultural - identity, language paradoxically has the equally important function of expressing the shared identity of the human race. For languages not only differ from one another, giving each its unique structure, they also share a large number of striking similarities based on the universal properties and tendencies of human language. In these shared features, the languages of the world tell us much about who we are relative to the other animate beings of the planet.

Hence if the function of a Native Studies programme is to provide an understanding of who Native people are, as distinct from other members of the larger society, Native languages are the key. And if it is further desired to make clear the equally important shared identity of human beings of all societies, it again is a vital tool. Little wonder then that the importance of Native languages to Native studies is so widely recognized, and that so much effort has gone into teaching them in this context.

Nevertheless, the teaching of Native languages has been beset

with a variety of serious problems, leading to burnout in both teachers and students. I have discussed some of these elsewhere (Proulx 1986, 1987a, 1987b, McIl, McIj), and suggested approaches to dealing with some of them. Here I would like to consider a purely pedagogical question: how best to introduce literacy skills. My own experience is with Algonquian languages, but much of what I have to say probably applies to Inuktitut and Dene as well.

There are 3 main writing traditions in Algonquian, which we may call scientific, folk, and syllabic. There is little to recommend folk orthographies (based on English spelling habits): they obscure analysis, have high rates of phonetic ambiguity, and their use has been more limited than the other two. (But they do have one strong point, which is attractive to beginning students: they do not involve new spelling habits.) The real choice is between the other two: syllabics, which is in accord with cultural tradition, and phonemic Roman, which opens the door to scholarly work.

The Oral Culture Hypothesis.

In the case of young children and others who have not yet learned to read English, there is much to recommend syllabics. They are in widespread use among the Cree, and learning them is in accord with cultural traditions. Hence, their use early in language learning would be in accord with building on the student’s strengths, and would help avoid culture conflict. As long as literacy is aimed only at the basic skills of reading and writing at the community level, syllabics seem fully adequate.

There is also compelling evidence to suggest that syllabaries are more easily learned than alphabets by those with no previous literacy experience. First, Burnaby (1985:108-112) quotes Eleanor Gibson to the effect that for small children: 'phonemic invariance can not be extracted from a smaller speech sample than a syllable', and points out that it is well established that children are better able to deal with syllables than phonemes, and that it is confusing for a student if the orthography in use segments oral speech into different units from those she perceives.

If this is because children have oral thought patterns, should it not also be true of adults from oral cultures? The historical success of syllabic writing systems among Amerindians has often been remarked (e.g., Walker 1984:163), and certainly supports this hypothesis. [In this respect, even recently literate adults may retain the thought patterns of oral culture, as Murdoch (1985:132) has pointed out.]

The main difference between oral and literary traditions is that in the former all information must be remembered, and remembered in
full detail. Whatever is forgotten (by everybody) is lost, and impossible to recover. The finest and most valuable oral composition is gone with the last echoes of its delivery, unless it is possible for someone to remember it. If only a fragment is recalled, only a fragment survives. This is a major obstacle to the accumulation of knowledge, and oral cultures respond in three main ways: (a) by storing vital survival information in the minds of nearly every member of the culture, (b) by making as much learning as possible nonverbal, and (c) by building all complex verbal learning around mnemonic devices.

Epithets, motifs, and stereotyped episodes are typical devices used for expanding memory, especially when information is not put in poetic form. When the amount of material involved is great and narrative prose is required, these larger units are resorted to like parts of a prefabricated house which needs only assembly. Hence, the same ones recur as needed in a host of otherwise independent stories.

Because memory is limited, and knowledge constrained by those limits, it is efficient to manipulate material in large chunks such as phrases and paragraphs and leave the lower levels of composition to tradition. It is well known that we can hold about 5 to 9 discrete bits of information in our short term memory at a time (generally 7). Presumably, then, an oral presentation with up to that number of novel ideas can be remembered, and no more. For in an oral culture, there is no road to long term memory (knowledge) but via short term memory.

What is striking to me about the more successful Native writing systems is that they are almost always syllabic. The 13 letter Micmac alphabet is an isolated exception: the Cherokee, Inuit, Fox, Ojibwa, Cree, and some Dene used a syllabary. Moreover, it is not for want of understanding the principle of the alphabet: the Cree syllabary, for example, has symbols for each of the vowels and consonants alone (used respectively at the beginning and end of syllables). Indeed, Cree can be perfectly well written using only these 16 alphabetic characters - yet Cree learn another 44 to represent CV sequences.

It seems truly amazing that a largely oral people, for whom writing is a difficult task, should learn an extra 44 characters when 16 suffice. However, a clue as to why is provided by comparing 4 transcriptions of a common Cree greeting: C'/r, tainsî, 74 61 34 66 73 69, 00101110 10000110 01011100 01110110 11001110 10010001. The first is the product of a transitional oral culture, the second of our own chirographic one, the third is the old hexadecimal code of primitive computers, and the last the ASCII version of binary code (used in modern computers). Clearly, as memory capacity increases so does the length of the written word - while the number of characters used decreases.

Comment hardly seems necessary. Just as the units manipulated in oral compositions are higher level ones than is the case in literary
works, so too oral culture favors the manipulation of higher level phonological units. It is a whole learning strategy involved here, a habitual mode of thought, a traditional way of knowing: evidently only higher level units are handled by short term memory - lower level ones are stored as units in long term memory.1

If members of oral cultures are especially disinclined to low level structural analysis, as their literary conventions suggest, syllabics should pose less of a problem for them than alphabetic writings: the syllable is a higher level unit than the phoneme.

Finally, the usefulness of syllabics is supported by the statistics on illiteracy among the Japanese versus the Americans: less than one percent of the former (who use syllabic writing) but about 20 percent of the latter cannot read.

The situation is different for the mature university student, already literate in English. Most of the pedagogical and reference materials are written in scientific orthographies, as are several large collections of texts. Moreover, phonemic orthographies are the easiest to use when analyzing structure. Typically, Cree stems end in consonants, and suffixes begin in a vowel. Thus, most morpheme boundaries divide a CV sequence, which would be written with one syllabic character. This obscuring of morpheme boundaries is especially unfortunate since an orthography that clearly reveals the morphological features of a language is thought to be more efficient for experienced readers (see Burnaby 1985:111). For the university student, with whom we would like to explore its structure and its cultural implications, and read longer texts at the higher speeds that permit better comprehension, mastery of an alphabetic transcription is a great advantage.

Unfortunately, the orthographic conventions which ultimately simplify reading and analysis are initially very confusing to those lacking in linguistic sophistication -- largely because they conflict with English spelling habits. Discussion of the principles of articulatory phonetics and transcription is helpful (see appendix A), but leaves some major problems.

The Transitional Orthography Hypothesis.

In the remainder of this paper I will propose the hypothesis that the main advantages of each of these types of transcription can be incorporated into a transitional orthography for use by native students in university -- whether or not they have previous knowledge of syllabics -- and that this transitional orthography will then facilitate the gradual acquisition of Roman orthography.
It has been my consistent observation in the course of teaching scientific Roman orthographies to native speakers of Cree and Ojibwa that the most confusing task for them is learning to write the vowels, since their use in phonemic Roman orthography is very different from their various inconsistent uses in English orthography — and hence the learning transferred from the one situation to the other is inappropriate (i.e., there is negative transference). There are serious problems with some of the consonants in some of the orthographies, but these are minor in comparison.

At the same time, there is much justification to the contention that, as a whole, there is positive transference from writing English to writing the Native languages in Roman orthography; the letters are the same, and, in the case of the consonants, so are many of their sounds. One does not have to begin from scratch, as in Syllabics. The problem area is principally the vowels.

If one were to grade the difficulty of writing consonants and vowels in the Roman and Syllabic characters in say Ojibwa, for example, I think one would easily conclude that for the bilingual: (a) the Roman consonants are generally easiest (with positive transference), (b) the 4 Syllabary characters for initial vowels the next (with no transference), (c) the remaining Syllabic characters as a group a bit harder because of their large number, and (d) the Roman vowels hardest (due to persistent negative transference).

This suggests an intriguing idea: suppose, in order to achieve the quick mastery of a structurally transparent orthography, one were to use Roman consonants and the Syllabic vowels. Of course, one could not stop at that point: no resource material exists in such a mixed orthography — and it is not in use anywhere. Either the Roman vowels, or the rest of the Syllabary, would have to be taught — but they could be introduced step by step, at the most pedagogically desirable rate. No general confusion. Meanwhile, courses in Algonquian structure would not be hampered with persistent orthography problems. One could get on with examining the structure of words and sentences.

It may be objected that this means additional graphemes to be learned by students who are often overwhelmed by those they presently are required to learn. To this I answer that it is the cognitive obstacle to learning a particular sound-grapheme correspondence which is the problem, not the number of these correspondences. One need think only of the extra 44 characters the Cree learn for the syllabic transcription of their language (as explained above) to illustrate this point. And the main cognitive obstacle to learning sound-grapheme correspondences is negative transference from the use of vowels in English orthography. (Other obstacles, such as the low acoustic salience of vowel length and some other phonemic contrasts, cannot be resolved by any orthographic convention and are best overcome by the use of minimal pairs.)
The Vowel Order Hypothesis.

The above hypothesis is of course testable, but it seems highly persuasive even prior to such testing. Assuming that it is correct, the real problem becomes assuring a smooth transition to fully Roman orthography (if that is the goal). To this end, the rate and order in which the Roman vowels are best introduced must be determined. I have nothing to say about the rate, which is a practical matter which may vary from class to class.

The order in which vowels are introduced is also a matter for future experimentation. Nevertheless, past examinations can tell us which vowel contrasts present the greatest difficulty. Thus, on a quiz I gave students at Lakehead university on the Roman vowels, the two open vowels a e were most often confused with each other (19 cases); next, the two front vowels i e (with 15 cases); and finally, the two back vowels a e (8 times). Errors in the perception of length (or rather the conscious perception of length) were also common - but this is a separate matter related to salience, rather than to negative transference from English orthography.

Two approaches to the vowel contrasts are possible: one can begin with the points of greatest difficulty, or leave them till last. The latter solution will probably help build self-confidence in the early part of the course, but may leave the difficult points unmastered by many students. I have therefore chosen to begin with the difficult points, allowing students all the time they need to develop the required skills.

I have therefore produced 4 variants of my literacy materials: (a) one with Syllabic vowels, (b) one in which Roman a and e are introduced and contrasted, (c) one with Roman i and e, and (d) one with all Roman vowels [see appendix B]. They are intended to be used in that sequence.

In the first stage, the points to be learned are the structure of the phonological system (including vowel length and problematic consonant clusters). Roman consonants are used as needed. Completion of this stage gives the students a structural spelling which can then be used for grammatical analysis.

In the second stage, Roman a e are substituted mechanically for their Syllabic counterparts. The students are to work through the same exercises they did previously, substituting these two vowels appropriately. For further practice, they can write these two vowels in the examples in the Syllabic version of the booklet (using the a/e version as an answer key). In the third stage, the same is done with
Roman i.e. [The order of stages 2 and 3 can be reversed where administratively convenient.]

In the last stage, all 4 Roman vowels are used. Here, the Roman version of the booklet can be viewed as merely the answer key for students transliterating the original Syllabic version. (The linguist with no previous knowledge of syllabics can do these exercises in the reverse order to familiarize herself with the 4 syllabic vowels.)

The booklet is a short one, concentrating on points of difficulty, and it is important that students have additional practice at each stage. This can be done by transcribing and retranscribing at each stage the words used for morphological analysis. In addition to the practice this provides a way of using the skills acquired in phonology classes in a different context, underlining the unity of grammatical analysis.

Once the fourth stage has been reached, it is also time to begin using texts and dictionaries - thus linking grammatical analysis with language learning and literature. Widening the context further, one can introduce the histories of the languages in question - a move which relies heavily on phonological and grammatical analysis. Language history in turn tells of migrations, changes in social structure, economy, and the like.

Most of this is beyond the scope of an introductory course on the structure of Algonquian. Nevertheless, it is important not to lose sight of it - and to share that vision with one's students. Orthographic conventions are only worth learning if they lead to something beyond themselves.

NOTES

1. To the extent that computers replace long term memory, taking on such functions as storing lower level linguistic units, they of course permit the human mind to go on working with higher level units where appropriate. For example, there are a number of programs that store often used words, phrases, or even paragraphs as units for insertion into texts with a single keystroke. In addition, it is always easy to pull one or more paragraphs from one file and to insert them into another as units. That word processors are so constructed as
to make such insertions easy suggests that there are great advantages to allowing the mind to work chiefly with higher level linguistic units. Moreover, sophisticated spelling checkers are further freeing humans from close attention to low level units. In these respects, a computer culture may come to more closely resemble an oral than a literate one.
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APPENDIX A: INSTRUCTIONS ON ARTICULATORY PHONETICS AND PHONEMICS FOR ALGONQUIAN

Sitting in a quiet and somewhat private place, experiment for a few moments with making sounds with your voice. Notice that as long as your mouth is open and air is coming up from your lungs, some sound is being produced. The quality of that sound depends mainly on the position of the tongue and lips, and on how wide you open your jaw. You can make quite a variety of sounds, some of which are used in your own language - some of which are not. Try it, and notice how each movement of the tongue, lips, or jaw changes the sound.

Now try this. With your tongue forward and low in the mouth (just back of the teeth), and your lips spread as in a smile, open your jaw wide and produce a sound. This is the sound your doctor asks you to make before looking down your throat. This sound will be written \( q \) in this booklet, and is common in the Algonquian languages.

Slowly raise your tongue and jaw, closing your mouth, and notice how the sound changes. When your mouth is almost fully closed you have another of the common sounds of Algonquian, which we write \( A \). Half way between the two is a sound we write \( V \).

Once again open your mouth wide, but with the tongue pulled back away from the teeth, and the lips rounded as for kissing. The sound you produce is just a variety of \( j \) (as far as most Algonquian languages are concerned) - but this is Micmac \( j \). As you close your mouth and pucker your lips more and more into the kissing position, you finally come to \( u \). Half way between, was \( p \). A few Algonquian languages have both \( u \) and \( j \), but most have only an intermediate sound usually written \( p \).

Now, what you have just been experimenting with is the science of articulatory phonetics, or how speech sounds are produced. It is important to be aware of how to produce the sounds of a language you are learning or teaching, and to learn to write each one correctly in its proper sequence.

The sounds you have been experimenting with are the main vowel sounds of Algonquian. Notice we have not said anything about the exact phonetic details, which may vary considerably from language to language, and even from person to person. What is important is that in most Algonquian languages these 4 sounds are kept distinct from each other, and can thus be used for distinguishing words. Such distinctive sounds are called phonemes.

It is very important not to try writing Algonquian phonemes using English vowels the way they are 'usually' pronounced - an innocent looking shortcut which leads to hopeless confusion.
Another important point to notice is that, phonetically speaking, we cannot really count the possible vowel sounds. As you slowly closed your mouth from \( \ddot{a} \) to \( \acute{a} \) and from \( \ddot{u} \) to \( \acute{u} \), the sound varied gradually.

Each language recognizes some of these variation as significant, but not others. Quechua, an Indian language of South America, recognizes only the 3 end points \( \dddot{a} \) \( \dddot{u} \). Most Algonquian languages recognize one or two of the midpoints as well. English recognizes even more. This choice of a language to recognize certain sound variations and not others is called the phonemic of that language.

Because each language is phonemically unique, comparisons of the sounds of two languages are never completely accurate. However, we can say roughly that the \( \dddot{u} \) in each Algonquian language is a bit like the \( \dddot{u} \) in each of the others, and even like the first vowels in the English words 'car' and 'father'. Similarly, the Algonquian \( \dddot{e} \) are quite similar to each other, and to the first vowels in the English words 'bat', 'bet', and 'bay'.

This last point is a good illustration of how languages differ phonemically: English 'bet' and 'bat' are different words with different sounds as far as English is concerned — but these two sounds are considered the same in all Algonquian languages.

Another way in which sounds vary is depending on where they come: at the end of a word, in the middle, next to some other sound, etc. But these are small variations.

Vowels not only vary as to the way they are articulated with the tongue, lips and jaw — they vary in length as well. Consider the English words 'bat' and 'bad'. As far as English is concerned, they have the same vowel and different consonants. But in some of the Algonquian languages (especially in some dialects) the 2 consonants would be heard as 'the same', while the 'eo vowels would be heard as differing in length. Listen to them carefully: which sounds longer?

[This may be a good time to point out that old English and middle English had true long and short vowels like Algonquian. Because of this historical fact, some English texts refer to the modern English versions of these vowels as 'long' and 'short'. But this is a misleading usage: these vowels simply have different points of articulation in modern English.]

Because the difference in length among vowels is not great, and short vowels tend to lengthen when we slow down our speech, it is hard for the student to really become aware of the difference. One way is to listen to the rhythm of words: the longer vowels tend to be stressed more. Another is by listening to minimal pairs:
Micmac:

줘 'bow' —— şey 'not'
gyën'ǧtl 'she loves him' —— gëyën'ǧtl 'she hurts him'
Wáȟt 'she sits' —— Wáȟt 'woman'
ót'b̌h 'it's sleeping' —— ot'b̌h 'I killed him'
Wamáh 'she fed me' —— Wamáh 'you (sg.) fed me'
ót'b̌h 'she sees you (pl.)' —— ót'b̌h 'they see you (pl.)'
áp'ǧw'ǧtôh 'she softens it' —— áp'ǧw'ǧtôh 'she burns it'

Western Ojibwa:

ďǧân 'count him' —— ďǧân 'snowshoe'
ďǧásháh'n 'if you (sg.) arrive' —— ďǧásháh'n 'if I arrive'
wàb̌m'êd 'if you see him' —— wàb̌m'êd 'if she sees him'

Moosonee Cree:

nàkâk'd 'nail' —— nàkâk'd 'lake'
nàdây 'water' —— nàdây 'leaf'
àkâhk 'kettle, pail' —— àkâhk 'on the earth'
kàsàw 'she is too hot' —— kàsàw 'she is cooked'

Plains Cree:

jëdám 'feed him' —— jëdám 'snowshoe'

Notice that the long vowels of Micmac are much longer than those of Cree or Ojibwa — in fact, the short vowels of Micmac resemble the long ones in these languages. The point is, regardless of the actual length, there are pairs of vowels in each language with one longer than the other. It is the difference between the two which distinguishes words, and is therefore phonemic.

Notice too that there are several ways of marking a long vowel:
it may be written double, followed by a colon [:], and a macron or one of the accent marks may be placed over it. All these transcriptions have been used in most of the languages, and should be considered equivalent.

The scientific tradition for writing consonants in the Algonquian languages is pretty much in keeping with the orthographic practices of English, made more consistent. For example, c is used as in 'chat', never as in 'cat' - and g as in 'go', never as in 'wage'.

Here we are only concerned with the writing traditions of the Algonquian languages in a general way: the details of the orthographies of each language must be found elsewhere.

APPENDIX B: SAMPLE OF WESTERN OJIBWA

With Syllabic Vowels.

The alphabet: ą, ę, h, ch, d, v, g, h, 'ą, ą, j, k, s, n, b, ż, p, s, sh, t, w, y, z, zh. These may be presented in the form of a table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front</th>
<th>back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>voiceless stops</td>
<td>lb, dn, al</td>
<td>ve, gt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced stops</td>
<td>b, d, j, g</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-voi. fricatives</td>
<td>s, sh</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+voi. fricatives</td>
<td>z, zh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>m, n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semivowels</td>
<td>w, y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Short Vowels, Ojibwa has 3 short vowels: ā, ū, ŏ. Here they are at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of a word:

ā: Ashkabanā, AmAnāk, ndndndndnā
ū, ū: Ḑvā, Ḑndng, nākndng
ŏ, ŏ: Ḑdń, Ḑńkń, ndńndńń
Translation:
fire       man       she sits down
paddle    star       rood
car        needle     she is big

Write the following words in Ojibwa, one group at a time, using the correct vowels. Then check the answer key and practice till you get them all right.

a. (1) water, (2) man, (3) my arm, (4) tree, (5) cow, (6) three.
b. (1) net, (2) she knocks rice, (3) it's foggy, (4) bear, (5) it's difficult.
c. (1) stone, (2) it's night, (3) beaver, (4) shoe, moccasin.
d. (1) her foot, (2) potato, (3) she plays, (4) dog, (5) she sings, (6) she's dead.

a. (1) nís ḇ, (2) nís ṉ̱, (3) nís ṉ̱ ḵ̱, (4) nís ṯ̱ s̱̱,
    (5) ḇ sẖ ḵ̱, (6) nís s̱̱ w̱̱ w̱̱.
b. (1) ṉ s̱ ḇ, (2) ḇ w̱ m̱ m̱, (3) w̱ ṉ, (4) m̱ ḵ w̱ w̱,
    (5) ẕ ṉ s̱ ḏ.
c. (1) ṉ s̱ ṉ, (2) ḏ ḇ ḵ ḏ, (3) m̱ ḵ, (4) ṉ ḵ ẕ ṉ.
d. (1) ẕ ḏ, (2) p̱ ṉ, (3) ḏ ṉ ṉ ṉ, (4) ṉ ṉ ẕ ẖ,
    (5) ṉ s̱ m̱ / ṉ s̱ m̱, (6) ṉ ḇ w̱.

Answer Key
a. (1) níʔák, (2) ánáni, (3) nánák, (4) náʔág, (5) bázahák, (6) náwág.
b. (1) ḏs̱ ḇ, (2) ḇḏ ḇḏ ḇ, (3) ḏw̱ ṉ, (4) ṉḏ ḵḏ, (5) ẕṉḏ g̱ḏ.
c. (1) ṭsān, (2) ḏābāk|d, (3) ḏnāk, (4) m|kāzān.
d. (1) ṭzād, (2) ḏpān, (3) ḏd|mān|p, (4) ḏnān|pah,
(5) n|gba|m|p/ nāg|dl|p, (6) nāp|p.

With Mixed Vowels.

The alphabet: a, aa, b, ch, d, e, g, h, i, j, k, m, n, p, s, sh, t, w, y, z, zh. These may be presented in the form of a table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>voiceless stops</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>ch</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>j</th>
<th>g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>voiced stops</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-voi, fricatives</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+voi, fricatives</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>zh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semivowels</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Short Vowels. Ojibwa has 3 short vowels: a o ę. Here they are at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of a word:

A  ṭsāk|de  ḏnān|ā  namadān
a  abwā  anang  mākana
ę  ḏnāb|aṭan  zhanb|ęn|gān  māndā|p

Translation:

| fire   | man   | she sits down |
| paddle | star  | road          |
| car    | needle| she is big   |

Write the following words in Ojibwa, one group at a time, using the correct vowels. Then check the answer key and practise till you
get them all right.

a. (1) water, (2) man, (3) my arm, (4) tree, (5) cow, (6) three.

b. (1) net, (2) she knocks rice, (3) it's foggy, (4) bear, (5) it's difficult.

c. (1) stone, (2) it's right, (3) beaver, (4) shoe, moccasin.

d. (1) her foot, (2) potato, (3) she plays, (4) dog, (5) she sings, (6) she's dead.

a. (1) n_ b_, (2) n_n_n_, (3) n_n_k, (4) n_t_g, (5) b_zh_k_, (6) n_sw_.

b. (1) n_b, (2) b_w_ m, (3) w_n, (4) a_kw_, (5) e_n_r_d.

c. (1) a_n, (2) d_b_k_d, (3) n_k, (4) n_k_g_n.

d. (1) n_d, (2) p_n, (3) d_m_n_n_, (4) n_n_sh, (5) n_m_n_/ n_r_n_, (6) n_b_.

Answer Key

a. (1) náňá, (2) ánáná, (3) nánák, (4) nátág, (5) bzháháhá, (6) náwá.

b. (1) snab, (2) basw'an, (3) awan, (4) nákwa, (5) zanágáxí.

c. (1) azán, (2) dámákod, (3) ámák, (4) nákzán.

d. (1) bzhád, (2) hápán, (3) bzhámánp, (4) ámánpsh, (5) nágañáp/nágamáp, (6) ná bí.

With Roman Vowels

The alphabet: A, AA, B, CH, D, E, G, H, I, II, J, K, M, N, O, O0, P, S, Sh, T, W, Y, Z, Zh. These may be presented in the form of a table:
Short Vowels. Ojibwa has 3 short vowels: i a o. Here they are at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of a word:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{i} & \text{ishkode} & \text{ini} & \text{namadabi} \\
\text{a} & \text{abwi} & \text{anag} & \text{miikona} \\
\text{o} & \text{odaaban} & \text{zhabanigan} & \text{mindiwe} \\
\end{array}
\]

translation:

- fire man she sits down
- paddle star road
- car needle she is big

Write the following words in Ojibwa, one group at a time, using the correct vowels. Then check the answer key and practice till you get them all right.

a. (1) water, (2) man, (3) my arm, (4) tree, (5) cow, (6) three.

b. (1) net, (2) she knocks rice, (3) it's foggy, (4) bear, (5) it's difficult.

c. (1) stone, (2) it's night, (3) beaver, (4) shoe, moccasin.

d. (1) her foot, (2) potato, (3) she plays, (4) dog, (5) she sings,
(6) she's dead.

Answer Key

a. (1) nibi, (2) inini, (3) ninik, (4) mittig, (5) bizoniki, (6) niwii.

b. (1) aawab, (2) baam'am, (3) awan, (4) sakwa, (5) zaangad.

c. (1) aasin, (2) diwikad, (3) amik, (4) mazakin.

d. (1) ozid, (2) opin, (3) odamino, (4) amosh, (5) nagan/migano, (6) nibo.